Position: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Verifier and Quality Management
Work Experience: Preferred to have 2-6 years in quality management or direct greenhouse gas accounting
experience
Qualifications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Has obtained a technical or sustainability focused degree from a university
Knowledge of Greenhouse Gas Regulations in Canada and around the World
Understanding of cooperate reporting on Greenhouse Gas Regulations
Very proficient with all Microsoft Suite Programs and Social Media Programs such as Linked In and Twitter
Familiar with various Quality Management Systems
High energy individual that likes to take leadership in a team
Obtained a certificate in ISO 14064-3 is an asset
Excellent organizational skills
Capable of working independently but naturally works will with others
Good English language skills for oral and written communication (French or other languages is a bonus)

Job Duties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Participation on a team in GHG verifications as an ANSI accredited organization, role will include to assist
the lead verifier for analysis of emissions or as an internal reviewer
Organization and keeping dated all GHG verification documents for IESC projects and for ANSI
accreditation
Manage company Quality Management System
Work on improving IESC internal Greenhouse Gas tool called Encompass
Lead IESC social media presence and also work with contractor to keep the company website up to date

Education Level: Undergraduate or Advance Level in University setting preferred
Salary Range: $60,000 - $75,000 based on ability to perform necessary work at the start of employment, inaddition IESC will offer Full Employee Insurance Benefits and Monthly Transit Pass
Length: Full Time Position starting October 2018
Internat Energy Solutions Canada (IESC) is an independent professional consulting firm. We help our clients remain
competitive in a changing world by providing them with expert advice obtained through accurate and unbiased
studies. Our collection of tools and best practices assist our customers in achieving their energy efficiency and
sustainability goals through a multi-dimensional and holistic approach, supported by data driven analysis and
promoting long term cohesion between the built and living environments.
IESC is looking to fill the open position with a motivated individual that believes strongly in the design goals of
improving building comfort while reducing energy requirements. You will be joining an international team with
established processes for success but will be given an opportunity to contribute new ideas to further our clients’
business relationship with IESC. IESC strongly believes in continued education and promotes training alongside
new work experiences to ensure the team member is exposed to new challenges at the pace they enjoy. Our
th
offices are in the heart of Toronto at Spadina and King and Calgary at 611 10 Avenue SW.

Please submit resumes to Engineering Manager, Livio Nichilo at l.nichilo@internatenergy.com

